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Fitzgerald: A Revivalat the cinema•A

New York Pro Musica - 

“exactness
By LAWRENCE MILLER, 

a graduate student in English at 
McMaster University in 

Hamilton.BY NICHOLAS ROGERS k • • 5?FITZGERALD
F. Scott Fitzgerald; A Critical 

Portrait precisionLawrence Miller • • •

The Appaloosa By Henry Dan Piper 
New York, Holt, Rinehart and

Winston ard writer’s passion to transform STUDY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS
. , _ 1966; $10.95 experience into art, etc. Some (1963). Mr. Piper, though he

‘The Appaloosa dears an un- because it is predictable so much Fitzgerald is currently suffer- discussion of these matters is undertakes a three-chapter dis- concert in The Renaissance Fes- 
canny resemb ance o another as because there is no dramatic ing a revival. Books by and about essential, of course. But the cussion of TENDER IS THE tival series proved to be a rare
Marlon Brando western, One- tension between the two main him are in demand throughout examination must be more pro- NIGHT in its various stages, treat for those attending. The
eye.. . CnS <e ernes are characters. Brando does not re- North America - which is fine, found than Piper has undertaken never mentions Bruccoli or his New York Musica, under the

i similar; Brando is tne man who spond to anyone. He is so in- except that such interest attracts if we are to understand the mind work. musical direction of John White,
thnç efJl^e‘rot hY 6 mraiYV m! credibIy dead pan* There is too swarms of critics who have no that was trying to speak about The prize for blind misunder- presented Renaissance Music of

,ee. b, . n u. 1.0.n‘ n ° much reliance on his visual special understanding of the sub- the world in terms of these ex- standing must go to his plaintive the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries,
blinE self and tohoth SFV® 3 rUgged Westerner, ject but feel obliged to comment periences. cry on page 93 as he scores The New York Pro Musica con-

‘V “ lea“—10 - - thr^ra- sss je
In The Appaloosa’, Brando !s £’ Si. « ÜST s‘S

the fighter returned from the tbaYth.ere ^.as v *ual,ly n<*Mng many academics feel a mythic Mizener anticipated and suroas- hadl For example> at one point playing instruments varying from
wars to settle down around the at ® ake* Th* ultimate conflict kinship with the man. Such feel- eirvthtae Gloria tells Anthony that she recorders and Krummhorn to a
borders of Mexico. He becomes f,"0^!d have been the climax to ings are generally specious, , , . 1 } g pe is pregnant - but we never hear Portative organ and harpsichord.
involved (through a woman, nat- thefim- There did not have to be based on memories of (or long- respective treatments anything more about this inter- Very rarely does an audience very neat and clean harosichord
urally) with the leader of the band a melodramatic ending as in so ings for) the Roaring 20s, an ^hjive treatments esWng development. Whatever have the opportunity of hearing D,aving P
of Mexican pistolleros. Brando many Westerns, but Saxon was obvious desire to be thought of pau ?n igof ls fYase^n mint happened to her baby?” Renaissance music played on pl3yl g"
has a beautiful Indian pinto, which killed in a very matter-of-fact as secretly romantic, or a degree 1 a case in point. contemporary Renaissance in-
the leader (John Saxon) desires. way* A conferred more than 25 years Piper claims Fitzgerald “felt , In, . n°vel, Anthony goes strUments.
Brando will not sell; is robbed The photography was relatively ago from Fitzgerald’s university, a compulsion to return and make t0 his Srandfather for advice
but will not accept defeat. uninspiring. Too many traditional Princeton. his peace with Summit Avenue”. or money or something to face

The die is cast in the first Y®,516™ shots-sinister strangers Most such critics are certain He cites no authority for the h°f th,ls on™shing
The die is cast in the first riding into towns, lone horsemen to miss the point in attempting remark and none of the published baby* When he returns Gloria

> «n ml™ es ot th® “to- 11 != riding over plains and not enough serious re-ev^uationof Fitzger- Srsorother materiaTs bear clearly wants t0 sP=ak him
being browbLr„ï,sultedraM° Cl°SMe;UpS- Only the Indian aid’s work. They fail for the same him out oTzeid™ he remaps hu impatiently waits till a serv-
being browbeaten, insulted hu- wrestling match was well pre- reasons Fitzgerald slipped into briefly: “The city's staid re- ant has gone:
mil ated when drunk, defeated in sented. obscurity from the mld-30s to spertabillty irritated her and she “When the 0rle"‘al had been
an Indian wrestling match stung A mediocre western. A box- the early 50s: Fitzgerald fails wfs soon restless for New York’’ st>uelched and dismissed to the
by a deadly scorpion but inevit- office attempt to cash in on the to express reality to minds Mizener Provides 51/2 llveW kitchen, Anthony turned question-
ta?mympnhari Pred‘CtaMyemerglng SÛT?»- ‘°,"e-eyed Jacks’? drilled under the Shadow of World pa“ andp^Ts Zdd -steZgs y‘° =1°^;

The fflm then is dull- not „Th„2Ppaloosa has ver>- »‘tla War Two. Such critics want to £y quoting her letter to Ludlow 5 alll*ht-
The film then is dull, not to offer. talk about him in terms of good Fowler: “We arS simply mad

and evil, but he talks only of to get back to New York. . .
right and wrong. The former This damned place is 18 below yo^,
are universal categories: his are zero and I go around thanking
merely personal. God that, anatomically and pro-

Failure to make this distinction verbially speaking, I am safe 
leads one, for example, to decide from the awful fate of the 
as Piper has that THE GREAT key.”
GATSBY is a search for a uni- Such vigorous scholarship is 
versai moral absolute and in not demonstrated by Mr. Piper.
TENDER IS THE NIGHT Dick On the contrary, his best mo- 
married Nicole for her money, ments come when he is close

By PETER MacDONALD 
Gazette Music Critic VAV/AVAV^V V
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with the harpsichord. Edward 
Smith, harpsichordist, gave us Philippi Verdelot’s “Italia Mia”-

which comes from the first stanza 
of Petrarch’s 16th Canzone. Here, 
ten musicians, working in har- 

The last half of the program mony, produced a most enjoyable 
consisted of music of the late ending to a spectacular concert. 
16th century. This first selection The concert was not without 
was “Casi nelmio Parlar” a humor! As an encore, the artists 
musical setting by Marenzio to a performed a fifteenth century 
piece of Dante’s poetry. Unac- madrigal “Animal Counter- 
companied, the vocalists gave an point”, which was of a most 
excellent interpretation of the unusually learned polyphony, 
haughty damsel by the use of Thanks to these artists, those 
harsh, dissonant harmonies! A present had an opportunity of 
second musical setting to one of hearing a magnificent concert of

The program ended with

The program opened with Hein
rich Issae’s Mass Proper on John 
the Baptist. This work is intric
ately interwoven and demands 
exactness and precision in order 
to keep it in control. This was 
sucessfully accomplished by the 
ensemble. The 2nd part of the
1st half of the program consisted _ ^
of Renaissance music of Flor- Dante s Poems was “Quiri So- Renaissance music performed in

spiri”. a pure old traditional style.ence. Various forms of music 
typical of this period were heard 
such as the balluta, caccia and 
madrigal. The tenor and counter
tenor sang the Balluta “Non Piu”.
Unaccompanied, the artists dis- Council that Interns be issued housie’s entry in the Snow Queen

* played an ability to remain ex- Student cards was never carried contest.
actly on pitch and to give pleas- out they have to pay to get into Famous Players theatres are 
ing tonal contrasts. athletic games. “Is this unfair once again accepting university

One of the more interesting discrepancy necessary?” asked student cards for discount ad- 
works of this part of the pro- Tan.
gram was t h e “Istampita He called for immediate action 
Ghaetta”. This was a monaphonic by council “before students down RuffmOn —

.... . , The book is also marred by instrumental dance, which prob- on the other campus do some-
wnere there is no sin Piper to pedantry. One of the best parts repeatedly inept proof-reading ably derived its particular fla- thing drastic.” 
feels it necessary to invent one. of the book is a discussion of and the author’s (or publisher’s) vour through contact with the near President, John Young admit- 

Pipfr carries this conviction Willa Gather’s influence onFitz- irritating practise of sticking all East. A rhythmic intensity gave ted that council has neglected the
that the world is bi-polar at good gerald. footnotes at the back of the book, this work some of the qualities medical students. He
and evil into his attitude to Fitz- And Piper’s account of the forcing the careful reader to be of Near Eastern music, 
gerald. composition of THE GREAT constantly flipping pages back

No clear understanding of Fitz- GATSBY on the basis of the and forth, 
gerald as a person emerges, but several extant drafts is excel-

sheannounced, 
smiling broadly, “and it sur
prised me more than it does Hennigar Resigns -

—Continued from Page 1—
“There’s no doubt?”
“None! Couldn’t be!'
They rejoiced happily, gay 

again with reborn irresponsibil- 
" ity.”monN Either careless reading or an 

astounding ignorance of life would 
be required to miss that one.

mission prices.
in

—Continued from Page 1— 
The difference between French 

and English speaking Canadlyis 
suEEested ^ls° materialized at themeetiL.v

that the med reps on Council ^iSeftesT*50ncer^ 
meet with the executive Ho their representation on th\Part 1 of the program ended pubI city would have to be 1m fourteen member policy making

with music by Gherardellus de nrnteH^ Yh rnlr!' b? \ board which was elected. Their
Florentine. One of the works by . . ., . e medical stu- concern was not over the number
Gherardellus was a caecia vofvld beCOme of French members butTeiï
“Tosto Che nalbe”, in which, ' „ quality, they were also eager to
in accordance with convention foggy Lacas was elected see more French speaking vol-
the two top voices are written chairman for Winter Carnival unteers from outside Quebec,
in canon and thereby chase each Council. Lacas, who has a The French-English differences 
other through the piece. The large potential work force behind seemed to work in favor of a 
subject matter was a “hunt” and bim, won out over three other stronger CUSO. 
the artists were successful in aPP“cations. The bringing together of Cam-

A It ho ugh two applications were Pus chairman from every Cana- 
received for Open House Chair- dlan university with the policy 

After intermission, the first man» the Applications Commit- board and Ottawa staff of CUSO 
piece performed was a motet tee could fiot recommend them, demonstrated the uniqueness of 
“Deus venerunt gentis” by Cast- Peter Crawford, chairman, said this organization. The contrast 
anzo Festa. This difficult and that their low academic standing of CUSO with the U.S. peace 
complicated Motet was executed w°uld hurt relations with the corps was evident. The youth and 
with finesse by the artists. They facult-v> when more communica- vitality of the organization stood 
maintained perfect pitch and dis- tions were necessary. He said out as did the simplicity and 
played a very close harmony Ihe committee did not feel they freshness of its aim - “tofoster 
which proved to be very moving were “mature” enough to handle International Understanding 
and vibrant. The second part a Public relations job. Applica- through working and learning.” 
of this half consisted of music tions will be called for again, 
for instruments. A ricerraianda
Canzona were heard. Nicolo Ben. week-end at the Atlantic Christ- 
oist’s “Ricercai a quattro” was ian Training Centre. The cost

No, it’s not worth it. There
only a representation of lent: it is also most certainly is room for a lot of good work 
Fitzgerald as the object of modelled on Matthew J. Bruc- on Fitzgerald but most of the 
various forces - Zelda, liquor, coil’s THE COMPOSITION OF ground covered here has been 
his desire for money, the stand- TENDER IS THE NIGHT: A covered before and better.

music
Elizabethan styles at 
Dal’s Renaissance fete

conveying this picture to the audi
ence.

X

By CATHY HICKS 
Music Critic

As part of a program of Ren-
sung unaccompanied, except for who has never seen his play, 
jigs and ballads. The ballads of Othello, to hear Miss Bloch, a..

throughout0 °his YllY one ctord^d “WiHo'w

nasium » ïSfi^

hlstori mUSlC3ll’ drH3" m t i on e d tha°S*Shakespeare s^ng^HMheLcoYY^^^^^^^ an^I^h played on a Krummhorn, bass is $10.00 a head and the bus 
tic and historic aspects of the never used his music as back- Lament” and her sensitive V10la da Samba> tenor vlola da win leave from the Arts Annex
Elizabethan Renaissance, gave a ground, but wove it into the plot treatment of the familiar gamba and Rigal. It displayed an on Friday, Nov. 4th. Anyone in-
lectu re/recital on “Shake- while the main action continued “Greensleeves” was verv well unendmg flow of counterpoint and terested may still go. The topic
speare’s use of music in his showing that music was part of received by the audience' a thematic melody passing from for discussion will be

, . . plays;” which was held on Sun- the lives of the Elizabethans DisolavinE her Vpr voice to voice. ship.”t„e various European countries. =ay O^ober 23 at 8:30 p m. Shakespeare’s knowle^the STJS Mereulo's Canzoni - “LaZer-

Bloch appeared in a floor- lute was fairly extensive, as to the virginals, with their deli- ata” and “La Gratiosa” were
typically EHzabetSf strte t°o SÜTi" ^ “S deï,scription of the ^ate’ sweet sound, similar to the also played by the instrumenta- to Waterlo° University as Dal-
charm her extremely enthusias° ^ *esson in The Taming °fthe harpsichord. She said that the lists. It is interesting to note --------------

crispness and spirit of life in that “La Ze rata’’ and “La
at first of the musicians Ynd Throughout the performance, th^nll5 day^aspara)leled Gratiosa” are really the same 
instruments of Shakespeare’s the audience was treated to an- by T ,. music thf virginals, composition in two guises - the 
Plays, mentioning the brasses, ecdotes of Miss Bloch’s personal Jpe5vf°^?®.on ÎÎ!6y*rgina3fwas first was a simPle version for

experiences both in her teaching very with the audience instrumental consort, the second,
and on tour. who demanded an encore. Miss a brilliant key-bound transcrip-

Bloch, in her charming manner, tion; on its third playing,‘the in-
anv stud™îra5ych vereSll"S CÜ°SKe “nThe toelude’’, once play- strumentalists added ornaments 
any student of Shakespeare ed by Queen Elizabeth herself.

Suzanne Bloch: 
unique style

ac-

Radio —The Retreat will be held this —Continued from Page 1— 
works”, Maclnnis said. There 
are still many openings in the 
radio society for students inter, 
ested in any aspect of radio work. 
In particular demand are people 
with original ideas for how to 
make the station interesting for 
all students.

The initial program will be 
heard on CHNS-FM, Sunday, 
November 6.

By JANET ROSS AND PETER MACDONALD 
MUSIC CRITICS leader-

The opening concert of the 
Dalhousle Renaissance Festival 

v was an example of infinite variety 
and appeal in the hands of vari
ety and appeal in the hands of 
virtuoso Susan Bloch.

The daughter of a well-known 
composer, Miss Bloch devoted 
her first studies to the piano 
and then graduated to an inter
est in earlier keyboard instru
ments. At the October 23 Sunday 
afternoon concert at King’s Gym 
she delighted the audience with 
various interpretations of songs 
of the Renaissance period through 
the music of the lute, recorder 
and virginals. An accompanying 
commentary added to the appre
ciation and understanding ofRen- 
aissance music.

The first half of the concert 
consisted of music for the lute 
and recorder. The lute music 
provided Italian, English, and 
French Renaissance songs and 
dances. The most outstanding 
pieces of the section were 
anonymous Elizabethan song en
titled
adapted to Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet) and a variation of the 
well-k n o w n melody “Green- 
sleeves”. Both showed the art
ist’s ability for tonal contrasts 
and rhythmic intensity. Also in
cluded in this part of the pro
gram were examples of the vari
ety of style for the alto and 
soprano recorders of the 14th 
century.

The high point of the concert 
was the perfection and virtuosity 
of Miss Bloch’s performance c;. 
the virginals, in the second half 
of the program. Her rhythmic 
sensibility and uniqueness of 
style in the music for this 
cursor of the harpsichord 
lieved the disappointment felt 
following the recorder music in 
the first half.

G inn y Lewis, last year’s Win
ter Carnival Queen, is being sentDue to the delicacy of the 

instruments, Renaissance music 
was generally performed in small 
concert groups, and from the 
point of view of accoustics alone, 
King’s Gym did not provide the’ 
proper atmosphere for such a 
concert. The

used mainly for fanfare; the 
The artistry and sparking per- woodwinds, and the strings which 

sonality of Susan Bloch delighted included all of the lute family, 
the entire audience. The songs of Shakespeare were to Brick Mitzuahand improvisations to compete

Renaissance man: loved life, nature women is just
around the

• • •
By ELIZABETH HISCOTT

“The humanist of Florence, 
Italy, had more affinity with the 
ancient citizen of Rome than 
with the Medieval man of Italy.”

This was one of the ideas 
stressed in the lecture by Pro
fessor Tamara Hareven at Dal- 
housie University, Oct. 26. In 
her historical analysis of the 
Italian humanist’s interpretation 
of man in the 15th. and 16th. 
centuries, Mrs. Hareven delight
ed a capacity audience in the 
Chemistry theatre. She in
terspersed the historical data 
with humorous observations.

Said Mrs. Hareven, “TheGreat 
Renaissance period of 1300-1600 
was a period of transition in 
civilization. It shattered and de
stroyed Medieval concepts and 
has been described as a struggle 
between the inner and the outer 
world as man strove to make 
himself master of the globe.”

In reviewing ideas of other 
authors Mrs. Hareven read a 
description, by John Symonds, 
of man in Medieval times who 
was “too concerned with worldly 
sins to see the beauty of his 
world”. She quoted Giovanni who 
lamented the extinction of poetry 
in the period succeeding Dante, 
who had “recalled poetry from 
darkness”.

“The early period of the Ren
aissance was predominated by 
Medieval civilization but the 15th. 
century is distinct as the culture 
of a minority group in Florence, 
Italy, extended in various mani
festations to the Netherlands, 
England, Germany, and France. 
Urban aristocracy, descended 
from feudal lords, moved in and 
mixed with the new, rich, upper

middle class of Florence”, said 
Mrs. Hareven.

She continued:“Characteristic 
of the Renaissance was the 
cept of man manifested in art, 
individuality, and realism.

“The people of the 14th. and 
the 15th. century thought they 
lived in a distinct age of revival, 
and certain changes did 
to justify this myth. Such an out
look on life may force people to 
actualize this attitude and make 
it true by faith which motivates 
them to the type of activity 
which people embark,” said Mrs. 
Hareven.

“Humanists were laymen, 
teachers, poets, writers, artists, 
and scholars. They occupied im
portant positions in Florence and 
other cities of Italy. They were 
secular in outlook and typical 
of the new age in which the basic 
structure of Medieval society 
had broken down. Class structure 
deteriorated, urban society 
arose, different economic activ
ity began with early capitalism 
and entrepreneurs in trade and 
industry, and greater opportuni
ties existed for social mobility,” 
she continued.

“The church, as organized at 
the beginning of the period 1300- 
1600 could not satisfy the in
terests of a group more oriented 
to the worldliness and pleasures 
of everyday life. Humanists turn
ed to classical culture in their 
search for a standard of ethics 
divorced from religious dogma 
and here they found a whole new 
study of liberal arts. The im
portant discovery made by the 
humanists was that of ethics 
not based on and conditioned by 
religious views.

The humanist view of man in 
discovery of ethics conflicted 
with Christianity.

“However”, said Mrs. 
Hareven, “recent scholars main
tain that humanists did not revolt 
against Christianity, but against 
denial of the value of the in
dividual soul.

“Artists of the Middle Ages 
were craftsmen working for the 
glorification of God and were 
anonymous while it was stated 
that the 
worked for power and glory for 
himself by those who patronized 
him. The Renaissance man as
sociated creativity with the artist 
in contrast to the Medieval idea 
that creativity could only be 
credited to God.
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i i“Art, like drama, became di
vorced from religion and content 
as well as purpose changed. Re
alism was reflected in art and 
in history. Man was realistically 
seen as an evolving, aging, chang
ing creature. The difference in 
copying done in Medieval times 
and in the Renaissance was in 
perspective in the latter, in art, 
anatomy, and political science. 
Medieval man was introspective 
and it has been stated that Ren
aissance man loved life, nature, 
comfort, luxury, and women, 
but,” continued Mrs. Hareven, 
“it is futile to assume Medieval 
man did not. Historians have not 

new definition a realistic approach that would recognized that he did like these 
purpose of study keeP man at its centre, and they things.”

- ‘a revolt against found the concept of - dignity 
age scholasticism’ and of man. 

a value was given 'to liberal

Entertainment Nitely
complimentary hors d’oeuvres 

served from 5:oo - 7:00

on

Einfl
é

pre-
re-

rthr's CourtThe program ended with. songs
to the accompaniment of a lute. 
As she said, her voice was “not 
of a trained singer’s quality” 
but it seemed to suit the ’i of this era. Although Miss Bloch’s 
songs to the lute exemplified her 
complete mastery of Renaissance 
music, this part of the program 

,was rather anticlimactical after 
7 the excellence of the virginal 

music. The precis, sung in 
French, German, Italian, Spanish 
and English, summed up the im
portant influence music had

Excellent cuisine in authentic 
Old English atmosphere“There was a 

of what the 
should be 
middle NOTE : Societies, Fraternities etc. - 

Book for YOUR Banquet Now.“The difference,” concluded 
Mrs. Hareven, “between the 
Medieval and Renaissance man 
was not what one did in private 
- but the idea of the Age. The 
concept of the Renaissance is 
subject to re-interpretation.”

“Petrarch was angry at hlm- 
arts concerned with man and his self on reading St. Augustine’s 
problems rather than with ab- CONFESSIONS as he found him- 
stract questions.” said Mrs. self admiring the world when 
Hareven.

FOR RESERVATIONS 
Call . . 0422-1391» on

The humanists sought ‘only the soul was admirable’.
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